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Dream daddy joseph date guide

We've already shown you everything you have to do to earn the cult that Joseph's story offers, and now we want to in-depth find out how you can take a breath from this church fan and pick up its original ending. Below you'll find all the details you need — including choices, instructions, and more — to earn an end and unlock Joseph's photo for your
collection. When you and Amanda get into town, Joseph will stop by with a plate and some goodness. This is the first step to hit when you move into your wooing god-loving man, and you'll want to choose the option to return his plate as soon as you get it. This will allow you to return to his home and meet some of his children. From here, make sure you don't
go to the game and you don't date Craig in the gym. From there, continue through the game until you get to the grill in the yard and then choose the option to talk to Joseph and Damien. Once that's not happening, enjoy your hamburger, and then later in daddy's book, you'll want to fill it out with the following options. Polishing and sorting my coin collection.
The ship, apparently. Well-manichoted lawn. Captain of the salt ship. Romantic comedians. Together, we're doing a 1,000-piece puzzle. Sensual iothod. The potential end of the world. Now that Daddy's book is complete, you should get a chance to send Joseph and set up your first date with him. Never forget that he has a wife, it's all about romance, so
when you get to the date, be sure to choose the following dialogue options to push things forward and pull nice, smoothly S Rank. Chris. Give them the balls. Go with something obscured. A teaspoon of Spider King's duel. oh, yes! We improvised. Remember that once. They look nice. Brownies fix everything. When your first date is over, and you've earned
your S Rank, continue through the game until you get a chance to take off on a second date with Joseph. This time, when you talk to Joseph, you're going to decide on the following options. Jesus is soothing. Dj'ing doesn't work like that. Sandra. Start with the lawnmower. Runner, cabbage patch. Moonwalk. The fall of death. Watch out for the blown markers.
After getting S Rank on a second date, you should get a chance to meet Maria (Joseph's wife) at the bar. Go over there and say whatever you like (it doesn't seem to matter at the moment). When this is taken care of, go on your third and final date with Joseph. Once on date, be sure to rock the next choice to score A Rank, which seems to be the highest
rank available for this dad right now. He can do that. I ate lobster last week, and I can't wait to eat you any more. (Turn on this radio mini-game). Wine!! Lyso power. You like your secrets... Hot bodied? That look is. What's it like to have a yacht? At this point you will unlock Joseph's end and you will pick up a sweet new photo for your collection. See how to
unlock Joseph's secret end. soon it will be searched into the game. If you're looking to reach all the conclusions in Dream Daddy: A Dating Simulator, you'll need to know how to get Joseph's original end. On the surface, Joseph is a sweet church lover with a large family and estranged wife. He's hiding a dark secret under all this. We have a guide to how to
get to Joseph's hidden end, but that won't count as your Dream Daddy's progress. To help you conquer Joseph, we put together a guide that contains all the steps needed for Joseph's normal ending in Dream Daddy. Dream Daddy – How to Get Joseph's Original Ending Your first chance to meet Joseph in Dream Daddy comes when you unpack with
Amanda. The first step in getting Joseph's original ending into Dream Daddy happens when you come home with Amanda to unpack. That's where Joseph will come by and say hello. When he leaves, you'll want to choose the option to return Joseph's plate. This will give you a chance to meet some of his children. After that, your choices don't matter,
although we recommend not going out to watch The Game and not meeting Craig in the gym. When you get to the barbecue area in the courtyard, choose the option to talk to Joseph and Damien. With that out of the way, you can go straight into burger time. Your father's answers won't matter when it comes to the original Joseph's ending in Dream Daddy.
You'll be greeted by Daddy's department later. Once again, we haven't figured out if your father's answers affect our relationship with our chosen father. But we decided to choose the best of Joseph's answers. If you don't like the selection below, choose which one you like. Polishing and sorting my coin collection. The ship, apparently. Well-manichoted lawn.
Captain of the salt ship. Romantic comedians. 1000 piece of the puzzle together. Sensual iothod. The potential end of the world. This will help you select the option to send Joseph from the list of available fathers. Your first date will be at Joseph's. Once you're there, select from the following dialog options: Chris. Give them the balls. Go with something
obscured. A teaspoon of Spider King's duel. oh, yes! We improvised. Remember that once. They look nice. Brownies fix everything. Using the above options you should get s rank on first date with Joseph in Dream Daddy. After that, you will successfully complete your first date with Joseph and hit an impressive Rank! Then you'll want to go through the
game, and then send a message to Joseph for a second date. When you reach the lake, you will want to choose the following dialogue options: Jesus is soothing. Dj'ing doesn't work like that. Sandra. Start with the lawnmower. (Here's a section where you can earn a hidden achievement, but we recommend that you wait until the second play). Runner,
cabbage patch. Moonwalk. The fall of death. Watch out for the blown markers. Use options I should get S rank upstairs on his second date with Joseph in Dream Daddy. After that you will successfully complete your second date with Joseph and you will hit another impressive S rank! You'll be able to meet Mary at the bar with this. Your possibilities of
dialogue are irrelevant, but this part may be important for unlocking Joseph's secret end. With this, you'll want to get through the game, and then send a message to Joseph for the third and final date. When you meet Joseph again, you'll want to select the following dialog options: You can do. I ate lobster last week, and I can't wait to eat you any more. (Turn
on this radio mini-game). Wine!! Lyso power. You like your secrets... Hot bodied? That look is. What's it like to have a yacht? With those choices locked up, your third date will end with A rank. Interestingly, the numbers for Joseph's dating mastery differ from other fathers. Maybe this has something to do with his real ending? Anyway, congratulations, you've
now completed all three dates with Joseph and unlocked both his original ending and his special photo when the credit is finished wrapping. Using the above options, you must unlock Joseph's original end and special artwork in Dream Daddy. What was the most skiy moment when you were dating Joseph? Post your Dream Daddy screenshots down in the
comments below! By reading through this guide, you must now know how to unlock Joseph's original ending in Dream Daddy: A Daddy Dating Simulator. Load Comments Joseph's Ending Little Hints Joseph » COOL YOUNG MINISTER FATHER Tip: Always save before you choose an answer! It will be easier to restart. Tip: Make sure you choose Chris with
the boy! DATE 1 ( RANG: S ) Margarita Zone – 1/3 Answer to the question Kids, come. Go back to the creepy twin stick. - I can't take it- - Go with something obscured. Save me from the spiders! – Spoon Spider King Duel I think we can put together one rather convincing argument for these muffins. Right? - Oh, yes! So, what kind of recipe did you use for
these cookies? – We improvised. I really can. I bet you could eat ten cookies. – Let the man buy his muffins. Would you be interested in one of our delicious, homemade biscuits? - Do you remember that once... - They look nice. Mind... I'm really sorry about that. – Brownies fix everything. SECOND DATE ( RANK: S ) Margarita Zone – 2 / 3 The answer to the
question We can not get it down, but we can send a different message. – Jesus is reassuring. I have to play sad melodies to properly appreciate the pointers, don't I? – That's not how the DJ works. What was your wife's name? – Sandra. Let's start with the lawnmower. All right, let's ampou up the heat. - Runner. Keep going, I think they're coming! – Cabbage
patch. If we make the right move, the children will join us in no way. Moonwalk. All right, it's time for the big end! - Death falls. It's a place where you can kick your feet up and forget your worries for a while. – Keep an eye on the blown flip flop. DATE THREE ( RANK: S ) Margarita Zone – 3/3 Answer to the question This is the part where neptune wrestling is,
so please remove the shirt and roll in some talcum powder. – He can do it! I'm screaming at the ocean: I ate lobster last week, and I can't wait to eat you anymore. Radio Minigame: Inserts both wires and paper crosses. Then add the nail, coin and gum. It's stuck in worse places than on a yacht. Wine? – Wine!! It's got to be here somewhere. – Examine the
closet. Check the cabinet. - Look at the drawer. Now All I have to do is find some glasses. – Focus on the rest of the room. Examine Shelf Examine photos, books and knick-knacks. Focus on the rest of the room. - Check the salon. Examine the bed, the floor and the side table. Focus on the rest of the room and go back to Joseph. Five on a good day. 50,000
people. – POWER FOUR. Uh.... - Do you like your secrets... hot bodied? Keep talking. – This view though... Keep talking. What's it like to have a yacht? If I had a yacht, what would you call it? – Long, hard and full of piers. The piers.
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